
The solution is Wire Secure Alert that enables two-way alert and recall securely broadcasting to
individuals, allowing administrators to push notifications to anyone registered in pre-defined alert
groups. 

Current alert systems have limitations that do not allow commanders full awareness during critical
operational phases. Alert systems in place also have an identifiable signature that can inform
adversaries of pending military movements potentially putting the operation and personnel at risk.

The Problem:

The Solution: 
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WIRE SECURE ALERT

Intelligent Waves in partnership with WIRE brings end to end encrypted communications permitting
text chat, voice calls, and collaborative video environments to the tactical edge on any device. The
Wire communications suite solves common issues with collaborative environments and solves OPSEC
& Accountability issues normal alert systems have.

CURRENT LIMITATIONS

Secure Alert System

SET UP AN ALERT CRISIS SITUATION

TEAM RECEIVES
SECURE ALERT

FEEDBACK REPORT

Admins can set up Wire
Secure Alert in advance or
ad-hoc.

Send a Wire Secure Alert to
the affected people according
to predefined
scenarios/groups.

Answer with a click of a
predefined button
response.
Can communicate
directly with admins if
necessary

Affected people receive the
alert on all their devices.

A summary report is available.

Admins are aware who
responded and can react
according to the predefined
scenario. 



Wire Advantages:

Find Out More About Wire:
SOFIC@intelligentwaves.com
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Bypasses silent mode ringing on all devices and includes a text
message backup feature.
Non-repudiation of notifications with delivered time, time the
notification was viewed enabling Commanders full situational
awareness of personnel. 
Single touch points for dissemination of information and
preventing spamming of information. 
Ability to send files of any type that can be limited by system
administrators improving situational awareness in a secure end-to-
end encrypted collaboration environment.
Wire can be deployed in the cloud as a SaaS (Software as a
Service) offering or deployed on premise permitting full control of
mission data.
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